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Breathing life
into Roussillon’s soul…
Vignerons Catalans is a producers’ group whose mission is to establish, grow and secure

Fabienne Bonet,

recognition for Roussillon wines in France and abroad.

CEO

Our group brings together men and women who have a strong bond with its history, values
and roots.
Both passionate and visionary wine growers with a strong community spirit, our aim is
to craft characterful wines that encapsulate our expertise.
As a leading company on the Roussillon wine scene, we champion the values of the
co-operative movement and the strong identity of wine regions in Catalan country.
Roussillon is a small region that is home to myriad, outstanding terroirs, a sunny climate,
warm weather and wind exposure conducive to wine growing. The geological tapestry into
which our vineyards are woven enables us to produce a richly-endowed range of still wines
(Côtes du Roussillon & Villages, Collioure and Côtes Catalanes) and dessert wines (Muscat
de Rivesaltes, Rivesaltes, Banyuls and Maury).

www.vigneronscatalans.com

Stéphane Zanella,
Managing director
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The Vineyards
Roussillon is a small region with extremely varied landforms, France’s
sunniest climate, warm weather and wind exposure suited to wine
growing.
A natural amphitheatre facing East towards to the Mediterranean sea, it is
bordered by three mountain ranges: the Corbières in the North, Mount
Canigou in the West and the Albères in the South.
Three rivers – the Agly, Têt and Tech – delineate the various wine regions,
each one boasting specific characteristics.
Roussillon is unusual in that it boasts a very wide array of geological
formations and microclimates, allowing each grape variety to thrive in the
most suitable location and reveal its hallmark features.

Soil colours,
wine colours...
Our vineyards produce still wines labelled PDO and PGI and dessert
wines (PDO) from around twenty different grape varieties.
Although our expertise and the influence of the local soils are decisive
components in our wines, the noble Mediterranean grape varieties
grown in our vineyards reveal their personality and originality in our
bottlings.
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Our Mediterranean
grape varieties
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White varieties
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Chardonnay / Grenache blanc / Macabeu
Malvoisie du Roussillon / Marsanne
Muscat à Petits grains
Muscat d’Alexandrie / Roussanne
Sauvignon / Vermentino / Viognier.

Banyuls

Céret

AOP Côtes du Roussillon Villages
Tautavel

S PA I N

AOP Maury Sec

NB :
- AOP Côtes du Roussillon Les Aspres – single vineyard identification
- PGI: Pays d’Oc and Côtes Catalanes across the entire wine region

Sweet wines
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NB: The Muscat de Rivesaltes
area also covers Banyuls
and Banyuls Grand Cru
as well as Maury.

t
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AOP Rivesaltes
& Muscat de Rivesaltes
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AOP Banyuls & Banyuls Grand Cru

l’Agly
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Rivesaltes

AOP Maury Doux

Mediterr

Maury

Carignan noir / Cinsault / Grenache noir
Lladonner Pelut / Mourvèdre / Syrah.

Red varieties
Grenache gris.
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Exceptional Wines
Äctä Sanctorum
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Kaalys
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Elévation Vieilles Vignes
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Red Domus
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Muse de Collioure

16

Haute Coutume

17

Exceptional
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The excellence
of a great wine
A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages

An exclusive, limited edition blend.
Acta Sanctorium, meaning the Act of Saints,
is the result of painstaking work by a group
of Roussillon wine growers whose goal is
to produce wines that epitomise their wine
growing expertise.
This full, lush wine produced from single
vineyards of old vines combines the power
and finesse of soils in the Agly valley.
Fleshy and driven by savoury notes of red
fruits, mocha and marshmallow, this wine
shows velvety tannins, substantial volume and
a marvellous blend of freshness and maturity.

Exceptional

12 • 13

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon

Kaalys is the result of extensive research and
single vineyard selections in Roussillon.
Located between the Pyrenees and the
Mediterranean coastline, the vines for this
wine grow on small hillsides formed of
clay-limestone and stony soils.
Made from old vine Grenache blanc and
Macabeu, Kaalys produces a white wine
sporting a gold hue, combining lushness and
mineral exuberance. This aromatic fusion of
candied fruits and toasted nuts shows true
elegance.

Vignerons Catalans’
Holy Grail

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages

The vineyards for this outstanding wine
stem from a painstaking selection of old
vines grown in the Agly wine region.
The wine offers an intense, refined nose driven
by black fruit, black pepper and roasted coffee
notes.
Its palate is rich and unctuous with closelyintegrated tannins accompanied by remarkable
fruitiness.

A wine with
an assertive
personality

Exceptional

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages

Single-vineyard Syrah and Grenache
from the Agly Valley, one of Roussillon’s
finest vineyards, are blended to make this
delicate wine.
The wine develops scents of jammy black
berry fruits, mild spices, garrigue and
liquorice.
Its full, generous attack offers up silky
tannins as well as beautiful aromatic
complexity.
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A wine with
an assertive sense
of provenance

A.O.P. Collioure

The elegance of
an outstanding rosé

A source of inspiration for famous artists,
Collioure is a small fishing harbour located
between the sea and the mountains, famed
for the elegance of its wines.
The vineyards for this Collioure growth are
located in the southernmost part of France,
where the Pyrenees meet the Mediterranean.
The vines are grown on terraces extending
over schist hillsides.
Refined and driven by fresh, savoury notes
of red fruits, this gourmet food-friendly rosé
wine epitomises the power and minerality
of the local soils, unique to this part of the
world.

Exceptional

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
A.O.P. Collioure
The result of meticulous selection by our
wine growers, this range comprises two
renowned Roussillon appellations: Côtes du
Roussillon Villages and Collioure.
They are extremely charming red wines
with subtle oak influence boasting
remarkable finesse and assertive sense of
place derived from the Agly valley and the
Côte Vermeille.

Another idea
of luxury
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Estates & Chateaux
Château Ponteilla

20

Château Planèzes

21

Domaine du Roc Blanc

22

Domaine des Oliviers

23

Château Montner

24

Domaine Domanova

25

Domaine la Soulane

26

Domaine Vent d’Ange • Domaine l’Hermitage de Broche

28

Domaine la Grange Basse • Domaine Maraval

29

Estates & Chateaux 18 • 19

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon
A.O.P. Muscat de Rivesaltes

A chateau imbued
with the terroir-driven
excellence of Les Aspres
Château Ponteilla is located in the classified area
of Aspres between Mount Canigou and the
Mediterranean Sea and extends over approximately
thirty hectares.
Syrah and Grenache noir vines surround the
chateau and thrive on pebble-strewn, sunkissed
soils that enjoy the mild, temperate microclimate
of the Aspres. A range of wines showing beautiful
finesse and bountiful aromas.

Estates & Chateaux
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A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon

Rasiguères’ vineyards stretch over rolling
hills in the Agly valley, between Caramany
and Latour.
For this particular blend, wine growers
selected vineyards planted on granitic sand.
The deep soils have greater heat resistance
and impart savoury freshness to the blend.

Power and rich
aromatics

The beneficial
coolness of
Mount Canigou
A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon

Domaine du Roc Blanc, meaning ‘White Rock’,
is located on a mountainous plateau in Tarérach,
in the foothills of Mount Canigou, the sacred
mountain of the Catalan people.
The vineyard covers 3 hectares shared by
vineyards and stones, creating a unique and
outstanding location. This single-vineyard
selection typifies these sublime high elevation
soils where vineyards are planted on hillsides
covered with white, stony soils.

Estates & Chateaux

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon

Vineyard sites exuding
hallmark Mediterranean
aromas
Domaine des Oliviers is situated in
Vinça, along the Têt valley in Roussillon.
It is set on a high altitude plateau planted
to olive groves in the foothills of Mount
Canigou, the sacred mountain of the
Catalan people.
The vineyards stretch over 6 hectares
and enjoy outstanding soils of quartz and
granite providing all the prerequisites for
producing flavoursome, aromatic wines.
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Montner schist

Château Montner is located in the Agly Valley in
northern Roussillon where Grenache noir, Syrah
and Carignan vines thrive on sunny schist hillside
sites.
Its name means ‘Black Mountain’ in Catalan,
alluding to the black schist soils.

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
Grande Réserve

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
Schistes Vieilles Vignes

A rich, lush red wine exuding
garrigue herb aromas. Expressive
with beautiful concentration.

The ‘Schistes’ label is made from old Syrah,
Grenache and Carignan vines. This extremely
refined red wine is suffused with aromas of
liquorice, red fruits and spice.

Estates & Chateaux

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon
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Nestled on the top of a hill in the Têt valley, in
Rodès, Roussillon, Domaine DomaNova – which
means ‘New House’ – takes its name from a
Catalan religious retreat that was renowned for
its miraculous legends: Domanova hermitage.
The vineyards extend over approximately 10
hectares on rolling hills, 450 metres above sea
level, where vines thrive on schist-based soils
surrounded by fabulous juniper trees.

A sublime
high-altitude
vineyard site

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon

Domaine la Soulane is located on a
mountain plateau between Rodès and
Vinça in Roussillon.
The cool weather afforded by this mountain setting imparts balance and elegance
to the full range of wines by Domaine
la Soulane.

Estates & Chateaux

Mountain
vineyards
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D O M A I N E

A.O.P. Corbières

Located in Lézignan, in the Corbières region
of Languedoc-Roussillon, Domaine Vent d’Ange
extends over limestone soils.
The vineyards for this wine are located at
high elevations and cover terraces of claylimestone soils basking in a Mediterranean
influenced climate.

Typicity
and authenticity

A.O.P. Minervois

Domaine l’Hermitage de Broche is a small
family-owned estate situated in the heart of the
Minervois area in Languedoc-Roussillon, between
the Canal du Midi and the Montagne Noire.
The region is home to limestone soils and
rolling hills with their reverse side
exposed to the sun, protected from
coldwinds by the Montagne noire. It
produces red wines of a remarkably high
standard. The estate’s vineyards are planted
on hillside sites and the grapes ripen
near the garrigue and cypress trees on
clay-limestone gravel soils.

Elegance,
roundness
and structure

Estates & Chateaux
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A.O.P. Saint-Chinian
A.O.P. Faugères

Naturally intense
Domaine La Grange Basse is a small familyowned property in the village of Quarante,
Hérault. The vineyards are planted on hillside
sites located at an elevation of 150 metres.
The vines grow on schist and limestone
gravel soils.

Schist by nature
This 6-hectare estate is situated in the tiny
village of Roquessels. The vineyards for
this wine are located on steep hillsides at a
relatively high altitude of 250m above sea
level in the lower, poor schist foothills of
the Cevennes mountains.

Terroir Wines
Caramany • Kar Magna

32

La Quintessence de l’Agly

33

Collioure Cuvée Vauban

34

Saveurs du Midi		

35

Terroir
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A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
Caramany

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
Caramany

Once called KAR MAGNA, meaning ‘great
rock’, the village of Caramany is set on an
impressive rocky outcrop overlooking the Agly
valley in the northern part of Roussillon.

The vineyard stretches over hillsides
overlooking the reservoir of Agly dam.
Gneiss and granite sand are the defining
soil types of this outstanding appellation.

Its vines grow at over 250 metres above sea
level on gneiss and granite sand soils, offering
deliciously characterful, supple wines.

Mineral, refined and elegant, the wine is
a single-vineyard selection from the
Cassagnes area.

Caramany,
highly expressive
sense of place

An incredible mosaic of terroirs!

Terroir
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Quintessential Agly Wines
A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
Communales (Tautavel, Lesquerde,
Latour de France) and Maury sec.
The Agly valley, with its contrasting landforms, is
home to an infinite range of highly specific terroirs
forming an amazing mosaic of soil types.
Elevation, vineyard aspect though above all the
nature of the soils allow each of these vineyard
sites to display archetypal characteristics.

Limestone soils

Granitic
sand

Soils of
grey and purple schist

Soils with predominant brown schist content

A.O.P. Collioure
In the heart of the rocky coastline bordered by the
Mediterranean Sea, Collioure’s vineyards nestle
between the sea and mountains, clinging to the steep
inclines that are the exclusive domain of schist soils.
Vauban is a range of wine born of the minerality of the
schist soils combined with the power of the fruit.

A consummate fusion
of finesse and minerality

Centuries-old
expertise

A.O.P. Minervois • Corbières
Languedoc • Costières de Nîmes
Famed for its vineyards and the quality of its
soils since antiquity, this area of Languedoc
perpetuates ancient local wine growing
expertise.
Saveurs du Midi is a range that invites you
to partake of wines showing true sense of
place and distinctive taste profiles. It offers
you the chance to embark on a voyage of
discovery, to the heart of the colourful
array of flavours typical of the South of
France.

Terroir
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Organic Wines
Gaïa

38

Château d’en Trilles

39

Domaine Agly Bio Vieilles Vignes 40
Domaine Agly Bio Réserve

41

Organic
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I.G.P. Pays d’Oc - Organic wine

True Grenache
expression

Gaïa, known as the Mother Earth Goddess in
Greek mythology, is the result of meticulous
effort and careful selection combined with
respect for the environment.
The range typifies the inherent features
of the Grenache grape variety with its
indulgent, fruity, intense aromas.

Organic
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Château d’en Trilles’ vineyards are located
in the Aspres area, on clay-limestone soils
along the Roussillon plain.

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon
Organic Wine

A rich, profound
organic wine

Mindful to produce quality wines that show
respect for the environment, we have chosen
to comply with specific rules based on
observing vines and wines. This wine is made
from organically farmed vineyards.
It offers up an array of red and black fruits
with some complementary violet aromas and
a patina of bay notes.

BIO
A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
Organic Wine
An expressive wine driven by notes of
blueberry, morello cherry and spice.
Its rich, powerful palate offers up
closely-integrated tannins and crunchy
fruit.

Agly: A prime
vineyard site set
in southern France

Organic

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
Organic Wine
An intense, powerful wine scented
with blackcurrant, blackberry and
garrigue herbs.
The palate is ample and velvety with
wonderful aromatic complexity and a
fresh finish.

Domaine Agly Bio is nestled in the heart of the Agly
Valley which is named after a tiny coastal river that
cuts through it and means ‘eagle’ in Catalan.
Domaine Agly Bio vines are farmed organically. Its wines are nurtured by our wine
growers and selected and matured based on
the quality criteria of our winemakers and
technicians.
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Discovery Wines
Rafale

44

Divinum

45

Saveurs Oubliées

46

Fruité Catalan

47

Discovery
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I.G.P. Pays d’Oc

Top varietal
wines whip up
a storm!
In the Catalan region, gusts of
wind can sometimes be so strong
that they knock weather vanes off
their stands.
Our superlative Rafale varietal
wines soak in the golden sunshine,
enduring the stress of the prevailing
winds.
* Also available in screwcaps

I.G.P. Pays d’Oc

Packed with
‘emotional perfume’

This intensely pleasurable offering
conjures up a feeling of divine
intervention stemming from lands
in the South of France that since
Antiquity have been the renowned
companions of men in their quest
for divinity.
The wines are distinctive blends
of iconic grape varieties from the
Languedoc-Roussillon region.

Discovery
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A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon Villages
A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon
With over 300 days of sunshine a year, some
of France’s lowest yields and passionate wine
growers who perpetuate traditional wine
growing wisdom, Saveurs Oubliées is the
legitimate standard-bearer of our wine regions.

Wine
as it used to be

Discovery

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon
I.G.P. Côtes Catalanes

Discover a modern, high quality
and seductive alternative to the
traditional world of French wines
with Fruité Catalan.
Fruity wines, combining freshness
and a delicious sun-kissed character
in a crowd-pleasing style.

An informal,
fun offering
for sharing
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Wines for Pleasure
Collection Vintage

50

Maestro

52

Ice Muscat

53

4 Saisons

54

Cayrou

55

Le Vigneron Catalan

56

Pleasure 48 • 49

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon

A range of wines with
a distinctly fashionable,
vintage style
Rose petal colour wines boasting a wonderful
combination of freshness and intense flavour.

Pleasure

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon
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I.G.P. Côtes Catalanes

A Catalan masterpiece blending
freshness, youth and delicious
flavours.

A range of wines
for pure enjoyment

Pleasure 52 • 53

I.G.P. Côtes Catalanes

A stunning
white wine laden
with aroma

A fresh, fruity wine for pleasure. Discover
an indulgent, crisp, refreshing dry Muscat
exuding aromas of lemon, tropical fruit
and fresh mint.

All the lightness and harmony
of a concerto!
I.G.P. Pays d’OC
Merlot • Cabernet-Sauvignon
Cabernet Rosé • Chardonnay

The 4 Saisons range invites you to
discover southern grape varieties that
run the gamut in terms of aroma,
each one displaying hallmark terroir
features.
The wines are fruity and intense with
Mediterranean bouquets.

Pleasure 54 • 55

A.O.P. Côtes du Roussillon

A range of expressive wines
from the South of France that
are round, generous and cater
for consumer tastes, with the
guarantee of consistent quality.

A true rendition of
the extensive array
of Roussillon
terroirs

Our pioneering range created in 1964
by passionate wine growers who deliver
their best, vintage after vintage.

I.G.P. Côtes Catalanes
I.G.P. Pays d’OC

Pleasure 56 • 57

Our pioneering
brand

These are pleasant and accessible sun-kissed
wines brimming with passion.

Collector’s Wines
Collection

60

Haute Coutume

61

Croix Milhas

62

Muscat de Rivesaltes

64

Les Murets d’Esprades

65

Collector 58 • 59

A.O.P. Muscat de Rivesaltes
A.O.P. Maury
A.O.P. Banyuls Grand Cru
A.O.P. Rivesaltes Ambré

In the image of French fashion,
the ‘Collection’ range is elegant,
prestigious, refined and full of
character.
A genuine showcase for dessert
wines with differing, archetypal
personalities.

Roussillon’s
sweet nectars

Collector 60 • 61

A.O.P. Rivesaltes Ambré

Indulge in a trip down memory
lane with our Haute Coutume
Rivesaltes wines
Heavenly vintages…
Captivating aromas…
Luxurious livery…

Vintages
1966 • 1969 • 1976 • 1986
1987 • 1988 • 1996

A.O.P. Rivesaltes Ambré
A.O.P. Maury
A.O.P. Muscat de Rivesaltes
A.O.P. Banyuls Traditionnel

A complete range of authentic dessert wines.

A wide array
of colours
and flavours
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Rivesaltes Rosé
by Croix Milhas

A.O.P. Rivesaltes Rosé
Sweetness in pink, focusing on freshness,
finesse and elegance.

Croix Milhas
« Spéciale Réserve »

A.O.P. Rivesaltes Ambré
The Hors d’Age blends.

A.O.P. Muscat de Rivesaltes

An outstandingly
vibrant Muscat

A Muscat inspired by the artwork of Gaudi!
A wine that encapsulates the work of
the famed Catalan artist and thereby
symbolises Catalan culture.
A delicate, intense wine scented with
lemon, orange blossom and white peach.
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A.O.P. Banyuls Grand Cru
A.O.P. Maury

A range of wines made from a very
strict selection of grapes from the
finest vineyards in Roussillon.
Dessert wines exhibiting intense
aromatic
expression,
beautiful
complexity and subtle elegance.

Wines boasting
an extraordinary
array of aromas
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